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a b s t r a c t
Virtual request partitioning is an essential subproblem of two common problems in virtual networks,
namely, virtual network embedding (VNE) and virtual machine placement (VMP). In this study, we consider a network-aware variant of the problem where the objective is to partition a virtual request so as to
minimize the total amount of inter-cluster traﬃc. This problem is equivalent to the (k, v)-balanced partitioning problem, an NP-complete problem. To handle the inherent complexity of this problem, we develop
a spectral clustering-based partitioning scheme that produces good solutions in a reasonable amount of
time. Our solution consists of several components: (a) spectral clustering, (b) a Constrained k-means partitioning algorithm that ensures that capacity limits for clusters are met, and for which we present a
polynomial-time greedy algorithm, and (c) a greedy reﬁnement algorithm using simulated annealing to
further improve the clustering solution. Simulation results indicate that our algorithm outperforms existing partitioning schemes in terms of inter-cluster traﬃc minimization.
© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Network virtualization is seen as crucial way in reshaping the
Internet architecture and introducing diversity into the current
network [1]. With network virtualization, conventional providers
are decoupled into infrastructure providers (InP), who mainly focus on the management of the infrastructure, and service providers
(SP), who are responsible for the creation of the network and provide end-to-end service to end users. Such an environment allows
the deployment of network architectures regardless of the underlying infrastructure, and thus facilitates the evolution of network architecture [2]. The cloud computing paradigm also employs virtualization techniques. Data centers aggregate all the computing resources (including CPU, memory, and storage), and provide services
to the end users in the form of virtual machines (VM). Server virtualization allows multiple VMs to co-locate on the same physical
server to increase utilization and lower the operational cost [3].
A key challenge for network virtualization and cloud computing
is resource allocation. In network virtualization, resource allocation
arises in the context of the virtual network embedding (VNE) problem, where the objective is to embed the virtual network to the
substrate network so as to maximize the beneﬁt from the existR
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ing hardware [4]. In the area of cloud computing architecture, the
related virtual machine placement (VMP) problem arises, whereby
the objective is to optimally assign the VMs to physical hosts so as
to utilize the available resources without performance degradation
[5].
In either area, mapping virtual request to physical resources
may involve partitioning of the virtual request. For the VNE problem, mapping virtual requests to multiple domains may be required for various reasons, including load balancing [6] and managing the embedding cost [7]; for the VMP problem, VMs must
be mapped onto underlying physical resources that may span
across physical hosts, racks, even data centers [8]. Therefore, for
communication-intensive applications, mapping virtual requests to
physical resources must be accomplished in a manner that satisﬁes capacity constraints and takes into account the communication
cost and quality of service (QoS) requirements [8,9].
In this work, we consider the problem of virtual request partitioning and present an algorithm inspired by spectral clustering to
partition the set of virtual nodes under capacity constraints. This
algorithm produces high quality solutions, compares favorably to
existing algorithms, and scales well; simulation experiments indicate that it can tackle virtual networks consisting of hundreds of
nodes within a few seconds. Following the introduction, we review
previous work in this topic in Section 2. In Section 3, we formally
deﬁne the problem and present the various components of the virtual request partitioning algorithm. In Section 4, we present the
results of simulation experiments we have conducted to compare
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the performance of this algorithm to existing algorithms. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
2. Related work
Several studies [6,7,9] have addressed the virtual request partitioning problem using max-ﬂow, min-cut schemes. With existing
algorithms, it is possible to compute eﬃciently the maximum ﬂow
between a pair of nodes and obtain the minimum cut between
them. The work in [7] recursively uses the max-ﬂow, min-cut approach to partition the network into the desired number of clusters. In [6,9], a clustering approach based on Gomory–Hu trees is
explored. A Gomory–Hu tree represents the n − 1 minimum s − t
cuts in a graph of n nodes. By removing the k − 1 least weight
edges of this tree, a partition of the n nodes into k clusters is obtained that is close to optimal. The shortcoming of this approach is
that the resulting clusters may be highly imbalanced, as the cluster capacity is not taken into account. In order to enforce the capacity constraints, further partitioning of an overloaded cluster and
combination of small clusters is necessary. For instance, in an extreme case, when recursively using the max-ﬂow min-cut approach
to partition the network requests, one may keep obtaining the result of one node in one part while all the rest goes to the other;
while for a Gomory–Hu tree, it is possible to end up with a star
topology, and by removing one edge, each time, we can only obtain a cluster with a single node. However, there is no guarantee
that the combination of those small clusters would lead to a small
amount of inter-cluster traﬃc. In both cases, when we group those
singleton nodes into a cluster, there is no evidence that the traﬃc
among those nodes is high. As intra-cluster traﬃc is not necessarily low, this, in turn, implies a potentially high inter-cluster traﬃc.
The virtual network embedding problem across multiple domains has been considered in [10], where it was proposed to use
iterative local search (ILS) to partition the virtual request. For this
problem, ILS starts with a random clustering, following which a sequence of solutions is generated by randomly remapping some of
the nodes to other clusters. Of these solutions, the one that improves upon the current solution the most is kept, and the algorithm iterates until a stopping criteria is met. Despite the simplicity of this method, it is hard to guarantee the quality of the solution within a limited time. In a related study, a general procedure
for resource allocation in distributed clouds was presented in [8].
The objective was to select the data centers, the racks, and processors with the minimum delay and communication costs, and then
to partition the virtual nodes by mapping them onto the selected
data center and processors.
In [25], a series of spectral partitioning algorithms are reviewed
and summarized. These spectral partitioning techniques generally
use the median of the Fiedler vector, the second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix for the traﬃc matrix, to partition the
graph into two parts. Then, by recursively applying this method,
one can partition the graph into 2n , n ≥ 1, parts. These algorithms
have two limitations. First, the node weights related to load demands are not taken into consideration; consequently, the load
may not be balanced well across the various clusters. Second, the
number of clusters is limited to powers of two. In [26], a spectral
partitioning based method that makes use of multiple eigenvectors
of the Laplacian matrix is proposed. While this work considers the
node weight balancing and makes use of multiple eigenvectors to
produce a solution with a high-quality, it only partitions a graph
into two, four or eight parts.
In contrast to the existing works, our algorithm exploits multiple eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix to partition the network requests into arbitrary number of clusters. Such eigenvectors would form a k-dimensional space known as the eigenspace,
and the Euclidean distance would reﬂect the traﬃc intensities. One
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can arrive at a high quality solution by clustering on Euclidean
distance. Unlike Gomory–Hu tree based approaches, while assigning data points to the different partitions, the minimization of the
inter-cluster traﬃc and the cluster capacities are jointly considered.
This allows network requests to be partitioned into arbitrary clusters under the capacity constraints.
3. Virtual request partitioning
Virtual request partitioning is required in both the VNE and
VMP problems, whereby the objective is to partition the virtual
network into a set of clusters in order to minimize the inter-cluster
traﬃc. Fig. 1(a) shows a set of virtual nodes that have been partitioned into three clusters such that inter-cluster traﬃc is minimum. In the VNE scenario of Fig. 1(b), mapping each of the clusters
to a different domain will minimize inter-domain traﬃc (which
presumably is more expensive than intra-domain traﬃc). In the
context of the VMP problem in Fig. 1(c), assuming that each cluster is assigned to a different processor or even rack, optimal partitioning of the virtual request minimizes the traﬃc that has to be
handled by the aggregate and core switches of the data center network, hence improve the scalability and stability of the network.
In this section, we formally deﬁne the virtual request partitioning problem which could be applied both to the VNE and VMP
problem, and then present an algorithm based on spectral clustering to solve this problem.
3.1. Problem statement
We model the communication between virtual nodes as a traﬃc
matrix W = [wi j ]n×n , where element wij represents the amount of
traﬃc from virtual node i to j. Each virtual node is associated with
a resource requirement ri , and each cluster h is associated with a
capacity threshold Caph .
With these deﬁnitions, partitioning the set of virtual nodes into
k clusters so as to minimize the inter-cluster traﬃc can be formulated as the following Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem:

minimize



subject to

wi j (1 − yki j )

(1)

i, j

k



ri xki ≤ Capk ,

∀k

(2)

∀i, j, k

(3)

i

xki + xkj ≤ yki j + 1
yki j ≤ xki


xki = 1,

∀i, j, k

(4)

∀i

(5)

k

xki = {0, 1}, yki j = {0, 1}

(6)

The binary variable xki ∈ {0, 1} here indicates if virtual node i is assigned to cluster k while binary variable yki j ∈ {0, 1} indicates if virtual nodes i and j are both mapped onto cluster k.
Constraint (2) ensures that the amount of resources assigned to
each cluster will not exceed its capacity limit. Constraint (3) and
constraint (4) guarantees consistency between decision variable x
and y. Constraint (5) makes sure that virtual machine i is assigned
to exactly one cluster. This formulation is equivalent to the (k, v)balanced partitioning problem, which is an NP-complete problem
[16]. We also note that by replacing “virtual node” with “VM” and
cluster with “processor,” the above formulation also expresses the
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Fig. 1. Virtual request partitioning for virtual network embedding and virtual machine placement.

Fig. 2. General procedure for virtual request partitioning.

problem of placing VMs onto processors so as to minimize interprocessor traﬃc.
For the solving of the virtual request partitioning problem, we
apply a spectral clustering based [11] approach. A high level idea
of our approach is illustrated in the Fig. 2. We aim to partition
the virtual request that consists of n nodes. Starting with a n-byn traﬃc matrix W, we compute the normalized Laplacian matrix
Lsym of the given traﬃc matrix W. We then compute the eigenvectors that associate with the ﬁrst k smallest eigenvalues of matrix
Lsym , and form a n-by-k matrix Z based on the k-smallest eigenvectors. Denote ith row of the matrix, a k dimensional vector, as zi .
The virtual node i will be associated with zi . We can think of the zi
as the coordinates for the virtual node i on a k dimensional space,
and the matrix Z as the collection of coordinates for the n data
points. This k-dimensional space is referred as Eigenspace. With
given property of the Laplacian matrix, the nodes that have higher
traﬃc among them tend to stay closer on this Eigenspace. Thus,
we can perform clustering for those data points (zi )i=1,...,n . Clustering will assign the nodes to different clusters so as to minimize
the total distance between the nodes within each cluster on the
Eigenspace, which implies this assignment maximizes the intracluster traﬃc and eventually minimize the inter-cluster traﬃc. In
order to satisfy the capacity constraints, we perform Constrained
k-means algorithm for clustering. Upon the completion of the clustering, we obtain our initial clustering results. The result can be
further reﬁned using the Greedy-Reﬁnement algorithm based on
the traﬃc matrix W. It will iteratively assign the Virtual Node to

another cluster if such an assignment would lower the inter-cluster
traﬃc. And to achieve a better partitioning result, we can combine
the Greedy Reﬁnement algorithm with Simulated Annealing. The
whole procedure is outlined as Algorithm 1, and is explained in
detail in subsequent sections.
Algorithm 1 Spectral clustering based Virtual Request Partitioning
Algorithm
Input:
W : n × n traﬃc matrix of VNodes
k: number of clusters
R = r1 , r2 , ..., rn : resource requirement of VNodes
Cap = cap1 , cap2 , ..., capk : capacity of each cluster
Output:
The cluster to which each VNode belongs
n
1: Construct diagonal matrix D with dii =
j=1 wi j
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Compute normalized Laplacian Lsym = D−1/2 (D − W )D−1/2
Obtain the eigenvector associated with the k smallest eigenvalues of matrix Lsym
Let matrix U contain the above eigenvectors as columns
Let zi be the vector associated with ith row of U.
Cluster the points (zi )|i=1...n under the capacity constraints Cap
via Constrained k-means
Reﬁne the partitioning result by Greedy-Reﬁnement based
Simulated Annealing
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3.2. Spectral clustering

3.3. Constrained k-means

Spectral clustering [11] is used to ﬁnd a set of clusters such
that the edges between clusters have low weights (in this case,
the weights would represent the pairwise traﬃc). An important
feature of spectral clustering is that, unlike the conventional minmax ﬂow approach, it can avoid the creation of imbalanced partitions whereby some clusters are assigned a much larger number of
nodes than others. Given a n × n traﬃc matrix W, the normalized
Laplacian matrix is deﬁned as Lsym = D−1/2 (D − W )D−1/2 , where D

is a diagonal matrix with element dii = nj wi j .
Let P1 , . . . , Pk be a partition of the set of n virtual nodes into k
sets (clusters), i.e., the sets Pi are pairwise disjoint and their union
is {1, . . . , n}. Further, let P̄i be the complement of set Pi . We deﬁne
the N Cut metric as:

Conventional spectral clustering uses the k-means algorithm
[18] to cluster the data points zi . One drawback of the k-means
algorithm is that it may converge to a solution in which some clusters have very few data points while others are overloaded. Therefore, we use the Constrained k-means algorithm proposed in [12].
Given a set of data points, the Constrained k-means algorithm aims
to ﬁnd a set of cluster centers C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck , such that the sum of
distances between each node and the center it is assigned to is
minimal. Speciﬁcally, the problem solved in [12] is:

N Cut (P1 , P2 , ..., Pk ) =

k

i=1

cut (Pi , P̄i )
vol (Pi )

 
1/ vol (Pi )

the following equation would hold [11]: T r (H T LH ) =

k


(7)

if vi ∈ Pj
otherwise

0

(8)
n

cut (Pi ,P̄i )
i=1 |vol (Pi )|

= N Cut (P1 , P2 , ..., Pk ).
Also observe that H T DH = I. Therefore, we can reformulate the
problem of minimizing N Cut as follows:

xhi ·

i=1 h=1

subject to

where the numerator represents inter-cluster traﬃc (i.e., between
nodes in Pi and nodes not in Pi ) and the denominator denotes total
traﬃc within cluster Pi .
Minimizing N Cut will result in a set of k clusters that have low
inter-cluster traﬃc, while the presence of vol(Pi ) in the denominator will prevent the creation of clusters with few nodes, and hence,
cluster sizes will not be highly imbalanced. The normalized Laplacian has the following property that allows us to ﬁnd an approximate solution to the N Cut problem eﬃciently: for a given n-by-k
matrix H, if we take hij as:

hi j =

m 
k


minimize

xhi = 1,

T r (H LH )



subject to H DH = I
hi j = {1 /



(9)

minimize

subject to Z Z = I

k


subject to

xhi ·

(10)

According to the Rayleigh–Ritz Theorem, the solution to problem (10) would be to take Z as the k smallest eigenvectors of Lsym ,
i.e., the eigenvectors corresponding to the k smallest eigenvalues.
Let matrix Z be a n-by-k matrix that contains the above k eigenvectors as columns, and let zi be the vector associated with the ith
row of Z, and we take zi as coordinates for the virtual nodes on
the Eigenspace. The data points will stay close to each other in the
Eigenspace if the traﬃc between them is high, and this will allow
us to obtain the ﬁnal solution using clustering algorithm. A formal
proof of this property that established in the matrix perturbation
theory is presented in [19].
To obtain the ﬁnal solution, clustering will be performed to
cluster the points (zi )i=1,...,n while satisfying the capacity constraints Cap. Our approach to clustering is the topic of the following subsections.

1
2

zi − Ch 22



xhi = 1,

∀i

ri xhi ≤ Caph ,

∀h

(12)

h=1

i

∀i, ∀h

xhi ≥ 0,

Cluster Update. Compute the center point at iteration t + 1 as:

 n

T

T

(11)

xhi ≥ Th ∀h

n 
k


minimize



T r (Z Lsym Z )

∀i; xhi ≥ 0, ∀i, ∀h.

In this formulation, xhi is a selection variable denoting whether
data point i belongs to cluster h. The last constraint is used to control the size of each cluster, i.e., to ensure that each cluster has size
at least equal to Th .
In the virtual request partitioning problem, the resource requirement for each cluster should not exceed its capacity. To this


end, we replace the constraint i xhi ≥ Th with i ri xhi ≤ Caph , and
follow the iterative method proposed in [12].
Given n data points z1 , z2 , ..., zn , k cluster center points
C1t , C2t , ..., Ckt at iteration t, and capacity limit Caph for cluster h, the
cluster center for iteration t + 1 is computed using the following
steps.
Cluster Assignment. Given the ﬁxed cluster center points Ch , ﬁnd
the selection variables so that the distance between the data points
and the corresponding cluster center is minimized.

vol (Pi ), 0}

We can obtain an approximate solution to this problem in polynomial time by relaxing the last condition and taking Z = D−1/2 H.
The problem then becomes:



i

T

T

2

zi − Ch 22

h=1

i=1 h=1

minimize

1

Cht+1

=

i=1
n

xhi (t )zi

xhi (t )
Cit

i=1

if

n

i=1

xhi (t ) > 0

otherwise

(13)

It was shown in [13] that cluster assignment is equivalent to the
Minimal Cost Flow (MCF) problem. We now show that this cluster
assignment subproblem can be solved optimally within O(kn log n)
time using a greedy approach.
We ﬁrst reduce cluster assignment to the MCF problem following the steps outlined in [13]. The supply from the source node
(src) and the demand by sink node (dst) is equivalent to the ton
tal requirement
i=1 ri . src is connected to all the data points
(zi )|i=1,...,n , and each data point is connected with all the cluster
centers, while cluster centers are connected to dst. Each edge is
associated with a weight tuple (Price, MaximumCapacity, Flow). The
Price from data points to cluster centers are set to the corresponding distance, while on other edges it is set to zero. The MaximumCapacity from src to the data points is the resource requirement ri
and from cluster center h to dst is Caph ; on other edges, it is set to
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Fig. 3. MCF view of clustering assignment subproblem.

inﬁnity. An example of the representation of a cluster assignment
problem to an MCF network is shown in Fig. 3(a).
Now, we show how this problem can be solved with a greedy
approach. First, ascending sort the price on all the paths from src
to dst and augment ﬂow accordingly. When we think of this problem in terms of negative cycle canceling algorithm, each time we
augment the ﬂow by f on a path, we create a reverse path with
negative price on the residual graph. An example can be found in
Fig. 3 (b) and (c).
A brief proof of optimality is as follows. Denote the iteration
to augment ﬂow on path i as ti . At ti , we augment ﬂow on path
i. For tj > ti , no negative cycle will form on the residual graph involving the reversed path i, because the price of path j will be no
less than of path i. Also, for path j with ti > tj , the price of path
i is higher, hence a negative cycle will be formed only when we
take forward direction from on path j and backward on i, which is
impossible. This is from the fact on path j, the capacity on src to a
data point or from cluster center of dst is depleted. In the former
case, we cannot ﬁnd a forward path from src to the data point, so
path j is blocked, and no cycle will form. The same applies to the
latter case when path i and j go through a different cluster center.
If they pass through same cluster center, then, we cannot augment
the ﬂow on path i, because there is no available capacity from the
cluster center to dst, so no negative circle will form. In conclusion,
no negative cycle can be found and the solution will be optimal.
At each step, denote the remaining capacity of cluster h as
Rmhcap , and the remaining resource requirement of each virtual
node i as Rmires . Our Constrained k-means with greedy cluster assignment algorithm is shown as Algorithm 2.
Note that some of the resulting variables may be fractional. We
round the fractional selection variable by assigning the node i to
the cluster h with maximum xhi without violating the capacity constraints. Observe that the number of fractional elements will be
smaller than the number of clusters, because each element will
not be fragmented unless the cluster it is assigned to reaches its
maximum capacity; after that instant, the cluster will take no additional data points. As a result, no other assignment will get fragmented on that cluster, and therefore, the number of fractional assignment will be less than that of clusters. Assuming that n  k,
i.e., the number of data points is signiﬁcantly greater than the
number of clusters, we expect that this greedy rounding scheme
will have only relatively small negative impact.
3.4. Partitioning reﬁnement
In order to improve upon the partition results obtained by the
Constrained k-means algorithm, we employ a Simulated Annealing
(SA) based approach [27]. The SA algorithm aims to approximate
an optimal solution by probabilistically accepting a new lower
quality solution. It mimics the annealing process, and starting with
a high initial temperature, a worse solution can be accepted with
a higher probability, leading to an extensive search over the entire

Algorithm 2 Constrained k-Means
Input:
(zi )i=1,...,n : data points formed by eigenvectors
k: number of clusters
R = r1 , r2 , ..., rn : resource requirement of VNodes
Cap = cap1 , cap2 , ..., capk : capacity of each cluster
Output: Selection indicator xhi
1: Iteration t ← 0, randomly initialize C t ∀h
h
Remaining resource requirement Rmreq ← R
Remaining capacity Rmcap ← Cap
2: while C t+1 = C t do
Clustering Assignment:
3:
Compute pairwise distance between data points and cluster
4:
centers D = {d11 , d12 , ..., dnk }
Ascending sort D to get Dasc = {d1 , d2 , ..., dn∗k }
5:
for j ← 1 to (n ∗ k ) do
6:
Choose point i and center point h associated with d j
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

if Rmireq < Rmhcap then
xhi ← Rmireq /ri ; Rmhcap ← Rmhcap − Rires ; Rmires ← 0
else
xhi ← Rmhcap /ri ; Rmireq ← Rmireq − Rmhcap ; Rmhcap ← 0
end if
end for
Clustering Update:
update the center points according to (13)
t ←t +1
end while
P ← round S without violating capacity constraint.

search space. As the temperature goes down, the probability to accept a worse solution decreases, and the algorithm gradually enters
a reﬁning phase. In our work, we integrate the Greedy Reﬁnement
with the SA to generate new solutions.
The GR algorithm is proposed in [14], which improves the
Kernighan–Lin (KL) algorithm [17] to reﬁne the bisection of a graph
by iteratively swapping the pair of vertices that would most signiﬁcantly reduce the edge cut until a local minimum is reached.
The GR algorithm extends the KL algorithm so as to handle vertex weights, reﬁnes the multi-way partitioning and improves the
running time.
For completeness, we present the GR algorithm as Algorithm 3.
Given an existing partition of the virtual nodes, the nodes are
checked in a random order. Consider node v in cluster l. Denote
ED[v]h as the total traﬃc between v and its neighbors that belong
to cluster h (where we allow h = l). The algorithm moves vertex
v to the cluster with the highest value ED[v]h (or keeps it in the
same cluster if it happens that h = l).
We now integrate this GR algorithm within a new point generation phase of SA: each time we randomly move a small number
of nodes nexc from one cluster l to another h, such that (1) the
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Algorithm 3 Greedy Reﬁnement Algorithm
Input:
k: Number of clusters
Initial assignment of VNodes to clusters
Rmcap : Remaining capacity of each cluster
Cap: Maximum capacity for each cluster
Res: Resource requirement vector, remaining capacity
Output: Final assignment of VNodes to clusters
1: for v ← random permutation from 1 to n do
assume node v ∈ cluster l
2:
3:
ED[v]h |h=1,...,k ← 0
4:
for u ← 1 to n do
if node u ∈ cluster h then
5:
E D[v] h = E D[v] h + wuv
6:
end if
7:
end for
8:
h = argmax{ED[v]h s.t. Wi [v] + Rhcap < Caph }
9:
move v from cluster l to h
10:
h
11:
update RmCap
12: end for

node that is moved from l to h should be on the “brink” (i.e., it
should have at least one neighbor in the new cluster h), and (2)
this movement does not violate the capacity constraints of cluster
h. The exchange aims to introduce perturbation to the current solution so as to escape local minima. The procedure to generate new
points is detailed in Algorithm 4. After the exchange is completed,
Algorithm 4 New Point Generation
Input:
k: Number of clusters
nexc : Number of nodes to exchange
Initial assignment of VNodes to clusters
Res = res1 , res2 , .., resn : Resource requirement vector
Caph = cap1 , cap2 , ..., capk : Maximum capacity
Output: P : Final assignment of VNodes to clusters
1: for v ← random permutation from 1 to nexc do
node v ∈ cluster l
2:
3:
if node v has neighbor ∈ cluster h and
Caph + Req[v] < Caph then
4:
move node v from cluster l to h.
end if
5:
6: end for
7: for t ← 1 to tre f do
reﬁne the partitioning via Greedy Reﬁnement
8:
9: end for
we execute several iterations of the Greedy Reﬁnement algorithm
to reﬁne the result.
The GR algorithm constructs a solution that represents a local optimum. The total outgoing weight of this solution is considered as the energy function for the SA algorithm. The SA algorithm
will decide whether to accept this point or not. Since the solution
passed to SA is already a local optimum point obtained by the GR
algorithm, the SA moves around the local optimum points to ﬁnd
the ﬁnal solution. This operation is more eﬃcient than the naive
implementation of randomly generating new points and letting the
SA algorithm decide which solution to take.
Running time: The overall algorithm (Algorithm 1) consists
of three steps, namely, computing the eigenvectors of the graph
Laplacian, Constrained k-means, and graph reﬁnement. The computation of the eigenvectors can be completed in O(n3 ) time. For
the Constrained k-means, the clustering assignment subproblem
can be solved in O(kn log n) time, where k is the number of clus-

Fig. 4. Inter-cluster traﬃc ratio for k=3.

ters, and the cluster update problem can be solved in O(kn) time.
Let tc be the number of iterations for Constrained k-means to converge; then, the total running time for the Constrained k-means is
O(ktc nlgn). Using an adjacency table, each iteration of the reﬁnement phase can be completed in time O(E), where E is the total
number of edges in a graph. If tr iterations are needed, the reﬁnement phase takes time O(tr E). Overall, this algorithm runs in
O(n3 + ktc n log n + tr E ) time.
4. Experiments and evaluation
We now present the results of experiments we have conducted
to evaluate the performance of spectral clustering (SC)-based algorithms. We use two methods to reﬁne the partitioning: solely
based on the GR algorithm (referred to as SC) as well as the SAbased reﬁnement approach (SC-SA) we described in the previous
section. We compare the results to those obtained using a GomoryHu tree [9], the METIS [15], and the ILS method [10].
4.1. Simulation setup
To evaluate the performance of our approach, we generate a
traﬃc matrix as follows: each virtual node is connected to all other
virtual nodes, and each node and link is assigned a weight to
represent the resource and traﬃc requirements, respectively, and
we also specify the maximum available capacity for each cluster. For each randomly generated traﬃc matrix, the vertex weight
is uniformly distributed in (1, 2), the edge weight is uniformly
distributed in (5, 20). Our goal is to partition the network into
k = 3, 4, 7 clusters. For each cluster, we set the maximal capacity
to 105% of the average weight of each cluster, i.e., the weight we
place onto each cluster if we can have a perfect load balancing of
the nodes. For the ILS algorithm, we set the number of iterations
to be 5 × 104 and for each iteration, exchange 40% of nodes in each
cluster. We also set nexc = 15 for the new point generation phase in
SA, and we run 3 iterations of the GR-algorithm to reﬁne the partitioning result. We use two performance metrics: the inter-cluster
traﬃc ratio (ITR), i.e., the ratio of the inter-cluster traﬃc to the total amount of traﬃc, and the running time of each algorithms. We
run the simulation 50 times, and calculate the mean and 95% conﬁdence intervals for the results.
4.2. Simulation results
Figs. 4and 5 plot the ITR and running time, respectively, against
the number of virtual nodes and for k = 3 clusters. For the SA algorithm, we set the initial temperature to T = 104 and the maximum
number of iterations to 600. We observe that spectral clustering
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Fig. 5. Running time for k=3.

Fig. 7. Running time for k=4.

Fig. 6. Inter-cluster traﬃc ratio for k=4.

Fig. 8. Inter-cluster traﬃc ratio for k=7.

with SC-SA method is strictly better than the other algorithms in
terms of inter-cluster traﬃc minimization. Compared with METIS,
it reduces the inter-cluster traﬃc by 6–9% percent, with an average improvement of 8.3%. Compared with Gomory-Hu tree (respectively, ILS), inter-cluster traﬃc is reduced by as much as 11%
(respectively, 9.7%), with an average improvement of 10% (respectively, 8.2%). Also, compared with the SC only, SC-SA based reﬁnement produces an improvement of 1.6% on average. In terms of
running time, with a small number of virtual machines, the SC algorithm has the similar performance with METIS while the running time for SC-SA stays close to the Gomory-Hu tree method,
about one magnitude larger than the two above, while ILS takes
still one magnitude longer. When there are more virtual nodes,
we see that the GH-Tree has a similar performance with the ILS,
about an order of magnitude larger than the SC-SA, while SC takes
less running time by an order of magnitude than SC-SA, and METIS
takes yet another order of magnitude less than SC.
The second set of simulation experiments is to partition the
virtual request into k = 4 clusters, and the results are shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. We kept the initial temperature for SA to T = 104
and the maximum number of iterations as 600. The SC algorithm
produces clustering solutions that, in terms of inter-cluster traﬃc,
outperform those produced by the METIS, Gomory-Hu tree, and ILS
schemes by 4.5%, 6.5%, and 4.7%, respectively, on average. The SCSA algorithm further reduces inter-cluster traﬃc by 1.1% on average, compared to SC. The running time results are similar to the
experiments with k = 3 above.
Finally, Figs. 8 and 9 plot the results of the third set of simulation experiments where we set k = 7. The initial temperature for
SA was set to T = 105 and the maximum number of iterations to
600. The results are similar to those of the ﬁrst two experiments,

Fig. 9. Running time for k=7.

in that, on average, the SC algorithm performs 4.5% better than
METIS, 6.1% better than Gomory-Hu tree, and 4.8% better than ILS.
Also, compared with SC, the SC-SA algorithm reduces inter-cluster
traﬃc by a further 0.7% on average. In terms of running time, the
relative behavior of the ﬁve algorithms is also similar to the last
two experiments.
From this set of simulations, we conclude that the spectral clustering method with SA reﬁnement produces the best solutions in
terms of minimizing the inter-cluster traﬃc. It also compares favorably to existing clustering approaches based on ILS and GomoryHu tree, in terms of running time. When we compare with METIS,
we found out its performance is at trade-off with METIS: the spectral clustering based algorithm achieves a better performance in
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Fig. 10. Inter-cluster traﬃc ratio for modular pattern.
Fig. 11. Running time for modular pattern.

minimizing the inter-cluster traﬃc, while METIS achieves a lower
execution time.
4.3. Further performance comparison with METIS
To further evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm,
we compare its performance with METIS on three different types
of topologies with different partitioning settings. Among the entire
set of simulations, we selectively present three groups of evaluation results that illustrate the relative performance of the algorithm.
First, we evaluate the result on random modular graphs [24].
This intends to capture the pattern that communication taking
place within a group of VM is more intensive than that between
groups of VMs. We assume the topology contains 20 clusters of
equal size, and the probability of connecting one pair of nodes
within the same cluster is 80%, while connecting one pair of nodes
from two different clusters is 20%. We generate the topology using
this model, and the traﬃc on each link follows a Gaussian distribution, with a mean of 100 and variance of 25. We partition the
generated graph into 3 clusters, and the capacity constraint is set
to 120% of the average. This setting for the capacity constraint tries
to capture the condition that abundant computing resources in the
underlying network are provided for each cluster such that a more
ﬂexible partitioning of the virtual request is allowed. The results
are presented in the Fig. 10.
In this set of simulations, we can see that inter-cluster traﬃc
is minimized by SC-SA with an additional 2.7% on average when
compares with METIS. However, when we compare the result between METIS and SC, we can see that METIS achieves a better result on smaller requests by as much as 9%, while SC achieves a
better result on larger requests by around 3%. On average, METIS
brings about 3% of improvement than SC for traﬃc minimization.
Next, we generate the topology following the Waxman model
[23]. The Waxman model has been used to model the Internet,
especially the intra-domain networks [22]. In a Waxman model,
nodes are randomly placed on a rectangle area, and the connectivity probability between a pair of nodes is based on their Euclidean
distance, more formally, p = α exp(−d/(β ∗ L )), where d is the Euclidean distance between one pair of nodes, and L is the maximum
distance allowed. The α and β are two parameters that deﬁne the
connectivity pattern. More speciﬁcally, α deﬁnes the overall connectivity probability (a higher α results in a denser connectivity)
while β restricts the probability of connection based on the distance, i.e., a larger β tends to increase the chance of connection
for a pair of nodes that are far from each other, while a lower
β tends to prevent such connection. In this experiment, we use

L = 100, α = 0.05, and β = 0.3 to deﬁne the connectivity of the
virtual request. For the partitioning setting, we divide the virtual
request into 4 clusters with different capacities, each cluster with
20%, 20%, 30%, 30% of the total weight of the request. Maximum violation for the capacity is deﬁned to be 5%. This setting represents
a situation where the distribution of the computational resource
is imbalanced, such as heterogeneous resources, or the workload
is imbalanced across different domains. The simulation setting is
shown in Fig. 12.
As we can see from the ﬁgures, SC-SA achieves an improvement
of 5% compared with METIS for ITR minimization, while SC delivers
a 2.5% improvement compared with METIS.
Finally, we evaluate this algorithm on a virtual request whose
degree distribution exhibits power law, which characterizes the degree distribution of router-level and AS-level Internet graphs [21].
We use the Barabasi-Albert (BA) model [20] to obtain a traﬃc pattern that follows a power-law. It starts with a small connected
component, and then probabilistically attaches a new vertex to the
existing vertex following preferential attachment, i.e., the likelihood of connection depends on the degree of the existing vertex.
We start with 5 connected vertices and end up with a topology
consisting of 50 to 400 vertices. We partition the graph into four
clusters of equal capacity, while allowing a cluster to exceed its
capacity limit by 5%. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 14.
Compared with METIS, the simulation result suggests an average improvement of 34% in terms of ITR minimization for SC-SA,
with a maximum improvement of 43%, while SC brings forth an
improvement of 14% compared with METIS on average.
The running time for the three different types of topologies
is similar to the previous set of simulations., and it is shown in
Figs. 11, 13 and 15. METIS requires less execution time compared
with SC-SA, by two orders of magnitude faster in general. Compared with SC, we see that their performance is similar on a request with small scale, while on a larger request, METIS will still
work better.
4.4. Detailed comparison of SC To METIS
First, we observe that while our algorithm can achieve a better result in minimizing the inter-cluster traﬃc, the performance of
our proposed algorithm varies across different traﬃc patterns. Indeed, compared with the performance on other traﬃc models, the
SC-based algorithm reduces a higher amount of inter-cluster traﬃc
on the BA model. Such a difference results from the fact that the
degree distribution with the BA model follows a power-law, which
implies a highly irregular graph. This means that some network
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Fig. 12. Inter-cluster traﬃc ratio for Waxman model pattern.

Fig. 15. Running time for BA-model pattern.

Fig. 16. A growing partition to two nodes.

Fig. 13. Running time for Waxman model pattern.

Fig. 14. Inter-cluster traﬃc ratio for BA-model pattern.

nodes may be richly connected, and the traﬃc ﬂow in and out of
those nodes is signiﬁcantly higher than the rest.
Under this scenario, METIS, with its greedy partitioning growing scheme, may fail to obtain a high-quality solution. It will ﬁrst
randomly select a node as the starting point, and add it to the
growing partition. The gain of neighboring vertices of this partition, deﬁned as the traﬃc reduction in the inclusion of one partic-

ular vertex, will then be updated. The nodes with the largest gain
will be added to the partition. This process will repeat until the
desired size of the partition is achieved.
When it comes to the BA model, we observe that the powerlaw distribution, with its “fat-tail” property, may contain a large
amount of nodes with a small degree. Also, there will exist some
nodes with a very large degree. When we randomly select a node
as the starting point, given the population of the nodes with a
small degree, it is likely that this node will be one of these small
degree nodes. In the greedy spanning step, the nodes with a large
degree, however, will likely be deferred to be added to the cluster.
Take the example in Fig. 16, and let us assume unit traﬃc for each
edge. When the growing partitioning reaches nodes A and B into
the growing partition, the gains for the two nodes are -4 and 1 respectively, which leads to inclusion of B. This shows that when we
are computing the gain of a node associated with heavy traﬃc, if
many of its neighbors are not included within the growing partition, we shall always end up with a large negative gain. This large
negative gain will result in the deferral of adding of this node to
the growing partition.
Since the assignment of nodes with heavy traﬃc may turn out
to be the key to a good partitioning result, the deferral in considering those nodes will lead to a sub-optimal performance. An illustrating example to this can be found in Fig 17. Fig. 17 (a) shows
the underlying connectivity of a network request. Suppose all the
traﬃc and nodes are of equal weight, and the objective is to obtain
a bisection of the requests. In this case, it is easy to verify that an
optimal solution would be to put nodes a − g in one cluster, and
nodes h − n in another. However, if we are applying the greedy
growing partitioning approach, with the starting point being e, one
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this end, we designed a network-aware virtual request partitioning scheme that produces clusters with low inter-cluster traﬃc.
We use a Constrained k-means algorithm in the clustering phase
of spectral clustering to ensure that cluster capacity constraints
are met. Also, we have developed an algorithm based on simulating annealing to eﬃciently reﬁne the resulting clustering solution. Our algorithm constructs high-quality solutions within a reasonable amount of time and compares favorably to existing approaches.
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